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RISING TO THE CHALLENGE: THE YEAR OF THE ENVIRONMENT

A

t fifty, Earth Day, is a hallowed tradition.
But this current moment, with all its
incredible urgency, makes it feel as fresh as it
did in 1970, when millions of people came
together to talk about our responsibility to the
planet.
The bad news? Could we have imagined on
that first Earth Day the scale of change we are
witnessing today? Runaway climate change will
inexorably transform the planet, with damage
and loss visited most heavily on the world’s
poorest people. At the same time, we stand on
the brink of a biodiversity crisis so large that
nearly one million species are poised for
extinction. Is this the planet we want to leave
for those who come after us? Can I look my
son in the eyes and tell him I stood by while a
huge part of the tapestry of life vanished from
the face of the Earth?
The good news? At the Nelson Institute for
Environmental Studies we have the
knowledge, the science, the methods, and a

whole new generation of energetic
problem-solvers poised to rise to these
challenges. For fifty years, we have
trained cohorts of dedicated students
from around the world to protect critical
habitats, innovate new forms of energy,
design new environments, and communicate the urgency of our calamitous
moment. The Institute supports scientists
who track forest conservation with
satellites, protect human health on a
changing planet, explore the genomes of
endangered species, and interact with
faith leaders on green solutions. Most
urgently, Nelson does all of this by
attending, first and foremost, to justice,
equity, and basic human civility.
All of this stands on the great traditions
of the University of Wisconsin-Madison,
home to Aldo Leopold, John Muir, and
Gaylord Nelson, founder of Earth Day.
This campus is the birthplace of
restoration ecology, wildlife conservation,

water resource science, and so much
more. These tools, from this remarkable
cradle, will be critical for crafting our
future.
During Nelson’s Year of the Environment,
on the fiftieth anniversary of both Earth
Day and of the Nelson Institute, we find
ourselves facing the greatest challenges
we have known. What we do in the next
decades will have enormous impacts, for
either good or ill, lasting centuries. We
will need a broader tent, more diverse
public involvement, and a new generation
of leadership. We invite you to celebrate
this remarkable occasion, by standing
with us as we seek solutions, ideas, and
inspiration to nurture our swiftly-changing
planet. Join us!

Nelson Institute Dean,
Paul Robbins

JOIN US

Rendezvous on the Terrace

Sustainable Success Lecture

Friday, September 20, 2019
Tripp Commons, Memorial Union
5:00 – 7:00 p.m. RSVP required
go.wisc.edu/rendezvous2019

Spring 2020
go.wisc.edu/sustainablesuccess2020

Earth Day Conference

Earth Day@50: Aspiring for Sustainability, Striving
for Justice, Crafting the Planet
Monday, April 20, 2020
Monona Terrace Community and Convention Center
8:30 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
earthday.nelson.wisc.edu

Jordahl Public Lands Lecture

Land Stories: Voices of the Past, Present,
and Future
Thursday, October 10, 2019
Great Hall, Memorial Union
7:00 p.m.
go.wisc.edu/jordahl2019

Rendezvous on the Terrace: Nelson@50

us for a weekend Rendezvous from
Everyone’s Earth Film: Conversations on Join
Thursday – Saturday, Sept. 10-12, 2020
Race and Environment
Fall 2019
go.wisc.edu/everyonesearth2019

Tales from Planet Earth Film Series
go.wisc.edu/talesfilmseries

Visit 50.nelson.wisc.edu/50th-events for more Year of the Environment events.

CONVERSATIONS ON

RACE AND ENVIRONMENT

NELSON@50

Painting: Julia Janicki, Hazel Cruzado

50.nelson.wisc.edu/earth-day-arts-initiative

The Earth Day@50–Arts Initiative serves to shine a
spotlight on the power of artistic expression in
connecting people, transforming perspectives, and
igniting action during the Year of the Environment.
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INVEST IN THE FUTURE

supportuw.org/giveto/EnvironmentalFuturesFund
The Environmental Futures Fund is a CATALYTIC
RESOURCE that provides the Nelson Institute with
the ability to pursue emergent priorities and to
explore, enhance, and expand innovative
partnerships, collaborations, and programs.
These resources help us TURN VISION
INTO REALITY.
For information about other ways to support
the Nelson Institute, please contact Dan
Fallon, Director of Development, at
dan.fallon@supportuw.org


    
   
  
   
   
    
  

CONTACT US

Paul Robbins, Dean
dean@nelson.wisc.edu | 608-265-5296

Ann Swenson, Director of Advancement and
Donor Relations
ann.swenson@wisc.edu | 608-262-9864

Emily Reynolds, Assistant Director for Community
Engagement and Alumni Relations
ereynolds2@wisc.edu | 608-265-2564

Dan Fallon, Director of Development, UW
Foundation and Alumni Association
dan.fallon@supportuw.org | 608-308-5325

122 Science Hall
550 N. Park St.
Madison, WI 53706

@nelsoninstitute

Get Social
Share your photos as you explore the
planet and show the Nelson Institute’s
presence around the globe.

#IamNelson
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Celebration

50.nelson.wisc.edu
Your resource for all things Nelson
during the Year of the Environment!
See photos, read stories, purchase
Nelson-branded gear, and more!

